
Data Integrity and Compliance with Green Button Go Software
Digital records are crucial to expediting information 
flow in the laboratory and are a vital part of an 
integration strategy. If you work in a regulated lab —  
good laboratory practice (GLP), good clinical 
practice (GCP), or current good manufacturing 
practice (CGMP) — traceability, reproducibility, 
and accuracy of electronic records and electronic 
signatures are required to comply with the Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) part 11 of Title 21 of 
the Code of Federal Regulations; Electronic Records; 

Electronic Signatures (21 CFR Part 11), and Biosero 
Green Button Go® Scheduler software can help get 
your lab into compliance.

The 21CFR11 Manager extension for Green Button Go 
Scheduler is a seamless way to integrate tracking 
and validation with your laboratory automation 
platform. 21CFR11 Manager builds on the flexibility 
of GBG Scheduler by incorporating authenticity, 
integrity, and confidentiality of electronic records.

Seamlessly integrate compliance with your automation

USER AUTHENTICATION
Maintain secure access with 
customizable password rules 

and expiration intervals

PROGRAM DATABASE
Lockdown program database, 

making only validated programs 
available to end-users

USER MANAGEMENT
Assign user roles with defined 

access and permissions

SIGNATURE LOGS
Sign log files electronically  

during sign in or sign off

PROGRAM CHANGELOG
Limit validated program changes 

to administrators and track 
changes with user timestamps

AUDIT TRAILS
Easily access changelogs, 

security logs, and signature logs

21CFR11 Manager for Green Button Go Scheduler
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Better decisions in less time, using more data
Whether you are tackling operator-to-operator variability, chain of custody for patient samples, or sample 
and reagent volume reduction, automation technology can get you better results in less time with more data. 
Automated systems allow for continual data capture, ensuring that every step of a test or process has an 
audit trail. Additionally, robots can increase efficiency to meet demand and provide consistent, predictable 
results. Implementing an automation strategy in your clinical lab could be the differentiating factor in getting 
to your scientific discoveries faster. 

Lab automation is more than just instruments — a tried-and-true software solution is essential for scheduling 
and coordinating integrated workstations. Green Button Go Scheduler is an automated laboratory scheduling 
software that operates at the level of an integrated workstation, pairing ultimate flexibility with ultimate 
useability. Integrate, control, and schedule multiple instruments or devices with ease.

Let the Biosero team show you how our custom system design and Green Button Go Scheduler can improve 
clinical results, operational efficiency, and economic stability for clinical labs, whether a single integrated 
workstation or an entire choreographed laboratory. 

See it in action
Experience your future with laboratory automation by taking a tour of the Biosero 
Acceleration Lab. Scientists and engineers like you are already bringing together 
their instrumentation, software, and business processes in one orchestrated 
ecosystem. Visualize the future of your lab now.

Contact info@biosero.com to learn more.

Streamline operations 
for clinical labs


